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Transverse Mode Control and 
Switching in Gas Laser Arrays 

Yongfang Zhang and William B. Bridges, Fellow, ZEEE 

Abstract-Theoretical and experimental investigations of mul- 
tiple transverse mode laser oscillation involving spatially varying 
gain and loss are carried out. The effect of gain and loss distri- 
bution on mode competition is analyzed. Numerical examples are 
given for a CO2 waveguide laser array. Experimental results of 
CO2 laser arrays are found to be consistent with the theory, and 
robust in-phase coupled mode array operation has been achieved. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
ODE SELECTION has been an important part in M the study and application of lasers. Traditionally, the 

selection of modes is necessary to obtain a single frequency 
with a single transverse mode, which in single-channel lasers 
is usually the fundamental Gaussian mode and in phase 
coupled lasers arrays the in-phase coupled array mode [1]-[3]. 
Recent progress in active photonic switching and logic devices 
sees the different modes as representing different states, with 
the oscillation being switched back and forth between them 
[4], [5 ] .  These modes can be the longitudinal or transverse 
modes of the laser cavity, including polarization. Usually, 
the different modes have different field distributions in the 
laser cavity. The differences in their volume overlap with the 
cavity gain and loss distributions play an important role in 
their competition with each other. An understanding of the 
difference in the overlap and its effect on mode competition 
is then fundamental to the proper selection of lasing modes. 
In this paper, we develop a general analytical method to 
understand the interaction between the modes and the medium, 
and its effect on mode competition. We then use these results 
to explain our experimental demonstration of mode control 
in CO2 waveguide laser arrays. Conditions on gain and loss 
distributions for competing modes to oscillate are derived 
and discussed with special attention given to the in-phase 
coupled and the out-of-phase coupled modes of an array. 
Section 11 considers the spatial variation of the cavity loss 
and gain, and gain saturation. Differential equations for laser 
mode development in time are derived. Section I11 studies 
the stability of single-mode solutions in a two-mode system. 
The conditions on gain and loss distributions for competing 
modes to oscillate are derived. Section IV presents numerical 
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distribhd gain and loss I 
Fig. 1. 
two channels with distributed gain and loss. 

Schematic showing the general structure of the waveguide array of 

examples of competition between the in-phase and out-of- 
phase array modes in a dual-channel CO2 laser array. Section 
V compares experimental results from two CO2 laser arrays 
with different structures, one of which is based on the derived 
conditions to enhance the in-phase coupled mode. A summary 
is given in Section VI. 

11. MODEL AND THEORY 

We concentrate our attention to the coupled waveguide laser 
array, the general form of which is shown in Fig. 1. For this 
model, Maxwell’s equations can be written as [6]:  

where the current density J is introduced to account for the 
loss that is not in resonance with the laser (for example, 
the mirror transmission loss or the loss introduced by the 
waveguide boundaries,) and Plaser is the complex polarization 
of the medium that resonates with the laser. 

Using the normal mode expansion of the resonator field, the 
total electric and magnetic fields can be written as follows: 
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where the modal field 4i(r)  and $i(r) are dimensionless and where 

The loss and the resonant polarization become e j ( t )  = i e jo( t )e iwJt  + C.C. (13) 

where w j  is the laser oscillation frequency, and ejo is the 
slowly varying part of the time dependent e j ( t ) .  Because we 
assume ejo varies slowly, lejol << wjI t ‘ j0 l :  and the second 
derivation of e3 ( t )  can be approximated as 

2 
(4) 

J = a(r)Ce. i ( t )$j(r)  

piaser = x(r,  w j ) C e j ( t ) d j ( r )  
j 

The formal conductivity a(.) and the complex dielectric 
susceptibility x(r) are functions of space here, while in [6] 
they are treated as constants. The first of Maxwell’s equations 

The normal mode fields satisfy Maxwell’s equations for the 
empty, unperturbed resonator, which is charge free, uniform, 
passive, and lossless 

where woj is the normal frequency for the j th  mode in the 
passive cavity. Substituting the first of (7) in the second of 
Maxwell’s equations, we have 

e , @ )  N a[-w:eJo(t) + z 2 w 3 e 3 ~ ( t ) ] e 2 w ~ t  + C.C. (14) 

and (1 1) can be written as 

- E[(w& - w,2)elo + i2w36,01 = “ j - ‘ [ ( i w m o  + k k o ) m ,  
k 

+ ( - w h o  + i 2 W k e k O ) E o X k 3 1 .  (15) 

We see from this equation that the spatial variation of the loss 
and gain causes a direct coupling between different modes. 
This is distinct from the kind of coupling that is the main 
object of this paper, in which the interaction is via the cross- 
saturation of one laser mode by another. Because laser gain and 
loss can never be truly uniform in space, direct coupling will, 
in general, be present and must be given due consideration. 
Only under the conditions that the orthogonality between the 
modes is not violated by the presence of x and a (12), so that 
the following inequalities are true, can the direct coupling be 
omitted: 

I P  I I I  IJv 

(8) This is particularly valid in the cases we are treating here, 
where a(r)  and X(r) are nearly symmetrical functions, and the 
kth and the j th  modes are of the opposite spatial symmetry. 
If g ( r )  and ~ ( r )  are exactly symmetrical, then the left-hand 

i .  
e j ( t )  = --hj(t). 

WOj 

Using (7) and (8) in (6) 

side of (16) becomes exactly zero. With this approximation, 
( 15) becomes 

“j-‘ -wl$Eej(t)dj(r) = 4.) Cej(t)Qj(r) 
j j 

3 

and rearranging the above. we obtain 

[ i 2 W j  (1 + $) + 3 k j 0  

v u  

where n is the index of refraction of the medium in the 
absence of gain, and aj and xj  are shorthand for a;j and 
xjj, respectively. The modal susceptibility x j  can be further 
written in its real and imaginary parts: 

- - ~ c ( ~ & e j  + ej)&(r) = E[a(r)ej + ~ o x ( r ) e j ] 4 j ( r ) .  

(lo) 
Multiplying both sides of the above equation with V-’dk(r)  
and integrating over the volume V, we have 

j j 
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When we require d j o  = 0 in (17), we obtain the steady-state 
solution, which tums into two conditions for steady-state laser 
oscillation, the first for phase and the second for amplitude 

mode competition cases, we are only concerned with the 
change in the mode intensity, which is a measurable quan- 
tity, we will derive equations for intensities from (23). This 
eliminates information on the phase of each mode, which is 
of no interest here, and simplifies the treatment further. The 
intensity coefficient for the j th  mode can be defined as: 

WOj U '  

EOWj 
Im(Xj) = 2. (19? w j =  /" 

(24) 

It represents the power density [ w / ~ ~ I  for the j th mode, and 
its differentid equation is 

ej0e;o To simplify the problem further, we consider only b .  = __ 
homogeneously-broadened media, since as exemplified in j -  2 9 .  
Section IV, we will treat CO2 lasers, which are essentially 
homogeneously broadened. Thus the imaginary part of x j  can 
be written as . . .  

where the total electric field E(r , t )  is given by (2), and the 
wave impedance of space filled with dielectric material of 
permittivity E = E,.Q is defined as 

q e p. W O  (21) 

The relationship between X(T) and the medium gain, the 
definitions of small signal gain 7o[m-'] and homogeneous 
saturation intensity I ,  [W/m2], and their relations to the laser 
atomic parameters are given in 161, and are cited in the 
Appendix. Solving (17) for d j  and substituting laser frequency 
w j  as given in the first of (19), we 

For most gas laser media, it is true that 1x1 << 1, thus 
(Ixjl/n2) << 1. If the cavity loss is also small, i.e., (oj/t) << 
2wj,  the denominator above is effectively i 2 w j  and (22) can be 
further simplified. Using these simplifications and expanding 
the electric field using (2) in (20), finally (22) becomes 

1 
k 

It is seen clearly in (23) that the coupling among the modes 
now exists in the form of cross-saturation through the ejoe;O 
terms. This is the basis of mode competition. In expressing 
(22) in the form of (23), some assumptions about the popula- 
tion inversion were made, which are detailed in the derivation 
of the population inversion in the Appendix. 

Equation (23) is a differential equation for laser field coeffi- 
cients, each including phase and amplitude. Since in analyzing 

1 I 1+ 1 I S  

In deriving (25), we used the fact that the square bracket 
term is real. We also introduced a modal loss coefficient 

111. MODE STABILITY ANALYSIS 

We may now use the results of the previous section to 
investigate the stability of a given mode when it is possible 
for a second mode, i.e., one with a different transverse 
field distribution $~j (r) ,  to oscillate. We make the following 
assumptions. 

1) There are only two modes that are sufficiently near the 
threshold to be appreciably excited. The total field is then: 

E(r,  t) = elo(t)ei"'tq51(r) + e 2 0 ( t ) e ~ " ~ ' + 2 ( r ) .  (27) 

2) The z-dependence of the modal fields is in the form of 
a standing wave and is the same for all modes considered, 
since they have the same longitudinal mode number. Thus, 
the spatial hole buming resulted from this fine standing wave 
pattem in the z-direction does not favor one mode over the 
other and can be ignored. 

3) The gain does not depend on z. Thus the integral in 
(23) is only affected by the field variations in the transverse 
direction ( E ,  y). 

4) The loss U(.) is divided into a spatially varying part and 
a constant part 

(284 

With these assumptions, the effects of the localized loss 
and the distributed loss on laser mode competition can be 
separated. The modal loss is then 

U(.) = d ( r )  + 00. 

0 0  
L .  - 1 u'(r)l$j(r)12du + L; + Lo. (28b) 

To obtain steady-state solutions for (25), we require bj = 0 
for j = 1,2. Then on the right-hand side either the term in 
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- L1 61 

J 

square brackets is zero or b j  = 0. All possibilities considered, The time derivative of 6 is 
we will have three nontrivial steady-state solutions as follows: 

( b l ! b 2 )  = ( f l O ) ,  (Qg) ,  or ( P l . P 2 ) .  (29) 

We need to analyze the stability of these solutions and find 
the conditions for them to be stable and unstable. We will 
only treat the single mode solutions ( f ,  0) and (0, g) in this 
paper since two-mode oscillation results in more mathematical 
complexity and will be a subject of future study. In our 
experiment, we could obtain oscillations corresponding to 
(f,O) and (O,g),  as discussed in Section V. 

First, consider the stability of the state (f, 0). Under pertur- 
bation (61 62) , this state becomes (f + SI,&). We use (25) 
to find equations for the perturbation 61 and 62 

Here $1 and $2 are functions of (z, y), and S is the total cross- 
section area of the laser cavity. Because the perturbations are 
very small, i.e., I f  I >> 161 I,I62/, we can ignore all the second 
order S terms in (30) 

The fact that ( f , O )  is a steady-state solution implies that 
the saturated gain equals the total loss 

1 ,  

So the equations in (30) evolve into the following form: 

We can write (33) in a matrix form by defining a vector 6: 

A B  (k) = ( C  D ) ( ! : )  (34) 

We see from (31) that the matrix elements B and G are zero. 
Thus, the eigenvalues for the operating matrix are A and D. If 
both of them are negative, then the vector 6 will not grow, and 
the steady-state ( f ,0 )  is stable; if either A or D is positive, 
(f ,0) will be unstable. We also see from (33) 

A =  

D =  LZ 
(35) 

The sign of D is not known until yo(z, y),  41(z, y), 4z(z, Y ) ,  
and d(z, y)  are specified. We see that because A is negative, 
the sign of D determines the stability of the solution (f, 0): if 
it is positive(negative), this state is unstable(stab1e). 

Similar arguments obviously apply to the other single- 
mode steady-state (0,g),  which becomes ( & , g  + &) with 
perturbation. The equations are 

61 = 

62  = 

We define the self-saturated modal gain s k  and cross- 
saturated modal gain c k j ,  both in unit of s-l, as follows: 

YO(z: Y ) \ $ k ( z r  Y)(2dzdy 
= &L - a k l 4 k ( z , ? / ) I 2  

definitions similar to those used by Tang et al. [4]. Then we 
may summarize the conditions for the existence and stability 
of the j th and kth modes: For the j th mode to exist 

(384 sj - L; - Lo = 0. 

SI, - L’, - Lo = 0. 

For the kth mode to exist 

(38b) 

The stability of the j th  mode is determined by 

The stability of the lcth mode is determined by 

Sr (;;). 
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TABLE I 
SUMMARY OF STABILITY FOR THE Two SUPERMODES 

p = 1.2 ' 108 s-1 

s1 - L1 =os- '  

/3 = 4.45 ' 108 s-1 

s2 - Lz = Os-' 
stable in-phase mode stable out-of-phase mode 

(a) 
C1z - L z  = -7.6.105 < O S - '  C21 -L1  = -1 .1 .106  < O S - '  
f = 144 W/mm2 

unstable out-of-phase mode 

Cz1 - L1 = 1.04. lo5 > Os-' 
g = 140 W/mmz 

g = 137.6 W/mm2 

unstable in-phase mode 

Clz - Lz = 1.4. IO6 > Os-l 

f = 133 W/mmz 

s2 - Lz = os-1 s1- L1 = os-1 

-3 - 2  -1 ' 1 2 3  in-phase and out-of-phase coupled modes: 

I 
- 3  - 2  -1 a 1 2 3 

v ( m m )  

(c) 
Fig. 2. (a) Schematic cross section of the waveguide array; (b) the assumed 
intensity distributions for the in-phase and out-of-phase coupled mode; (c) the 
assumed loss function for two different values of 0. 

Thus, for the laser to have a single jth mode, (38c) must be 
< 0 and (38d) must be > 0, and vice versa for a single kth 
mode to exist. 

IV. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 

In this section, we consider numerical examples using 
parameters typical of CO2 waveguide lasers. The model is 
an array of two channels coupled by a lossy region, as shown 
in Fig. 2(a). The competition between the in-phase and out- 
of-phase coupled modes is considered, based on the stability 
of the ( f ,O)  and (0 ,g)  states. 

The fields are assumed to vary only in y-direction; they are 
assumed to be uniform in 2-direction (Fig. 2(b)). The small 
signal gain is assumed to be a constant within the whole array. 
The Ioss distribution, concentrated in the coupling region, is 
also assumed to vary only in y, and its amplitude is varied 
in order to affect the mode competition (Fig. 2(c)). The z- 
dimension is taken as 2 mm, and the y-dimension is 6 mm. 
The small-signal gain 70 and loss coefficient that is equivalent 
to 2Lo/c are estimated for a waveguide CO2 laser array to be 
0.0012 mn-I  and 0.00034 mm-l, respectively. The saturation 
intensity is taken from experimental data f7] to be Is = 80 
[watt mm-'1 at pressures of around 110 torr. The following 
two functions are used to represent the general forms of the 

} (39) 
= cl[exp (-(y - 1.5)2) + exp (-(y + 1.5)')] 
= c2[exp (-(y - 1.5)2) - exp(-(y + 1.5)')] 

where c1 = 1.540, c2 = 1.557 are normalized constants. These 
modes are plotted in Fig. 2(b). Although they are not the real 
solutions, these two functional forms resemble the general 
shape of the in-phase and the out-of-phase coupled modes, 
and the differences between the two modes. When they are 
substituted into (16), the left-hand side becomes zero. Thus, 
the omission of the direct coupling terms is justified. 

The spatially varying loss is located at the center of the 
array where the two channels meet, and is assumed to have 
the following form: 

where p is a parameter with a unit of s-'. We calculated the 
stability of the two array modes for two different values of 
/3,1.2 . lo', and 4.45 . 10'. The total loss function for these 
two cases are plotted in Fig. 2(c). The results of the calculation 
are given in Table I. 

The result clearly indicates that for the smaller loss (p  = 
1.2 . 10') in the center, the in-phase coupled mode (with 
subscript 1) is stable and the out-of-phase coupled mode (with 
subscript 2) is unstable; and for the larger loss (p  = 4.45-10') 
in the center, the out-of-phase coupled mode is stable and the 
in-phase coupled mode is unstable. Figs. 3 and 4 are plots of 
the integrands for the two p values, showing that the difference 
in areas comes mainly from the center region where the loss 
varies. 

We can obtain the mode stability readily by a simple graphic 
method. From (37), we see 5'1 and Clz are functions of f; 
and S2 and Czl are functions of g. We plot these functions 
in Fig. 5. These curves, combined with the horizontal lines 
representing the total modal losses, show the range of stability 
for both ( f ,  0) and (0, g )  states. In Fig. 5(a), the intersection A 
of L1 and 5'1 fixes the value of intracavity intensity f ,  which 
is 144. This f value, in tum, determines C12 at point B. La is 
always less than L1 because there is less overlap of the out- 
of-phase mode with the central lossy region. Thus if La lies 
between A and 3, then Clz < Lz,  and according to (38c), the 
in-phase mode will be stable. This same L2 line also crosses 
the Sz curve at point C, setting g = 140 for the out-of-phase 
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I 

(b) 

Fig. 3 .  lo*, stable in-phase coupled 
mode and unstable out-of-phase coupled mode. The larger areas for S1-L; 
in (a) and C21-L: in (b) are due to contributions from the center region. 

Integrand comparison for ,? = 1.2 

(b) 

Fig. 4. Integrand comparison for 13 = 4.45 lox, stable out-of-phase coupled 
mode and unstable in-phase coupled mode. The larger areas for S2-L; in (a) 
and C12-L; in (b) are also due to contributions from the center region. 

coupled mode. This g value in tum yields (32, at point D, 
which satisfies (321 > L1, and according to (38c), (0, y) state 
is unstable. Fig. 5(b) shows a different case, where L1 and 
L2 are farther apart, corresponding to a larger p value. Here 
the L2 line is below point B, and apparently the C12 value 

5 . 8  

5 . 6  

5 4  

5 . 2  

5 . 6  

5 4  

5 . 2  

-- I CV\ 

I 
125 130 1 3 5  1 4 0  1 4  15 

(C) 

Fig. 5. The stability of the modes can be derived readily from these diagrams, 
where SI. Clz. sz ~ and C21 are plotted as functions of intensity. Intersection 
A of S1 and L1 determines the in-phase mode intensity. The position of the 
L2 line lying above or below B determines whether the in-phase mode is stable 
or not. Intersection C of Sz and L2 determines the out-of-phase intensity. The 
position of the Li line above or below D determines whether the out-of-phase 
coupled mode is stable or unstable. Thus (a) represents a situation with a stable 
in-phase mode and an unstable out-phase coupled mode, (b) vice versa and 
in (c) both modes are unstable. 

at B is larger than La. Thus the in-phase coupled mode is 
unstable. The same L2 line crosses Sz at point C, which also 
determines g. The CZl value for this g is given by intersection 
D, lying below the L1 line. Thus the out-of-phase coupled 
mode is stable. The various values at the intersections on Fig. 
5(a) and 5(b) are the same as listed in Table 1. 

This stability diagram reveals yet another possibility, i.e., 
a situation where neither mode is stable. In Fig. 5(c), the L2 
line is just slightly bellow point B so intersection C is to the 
left of B, the intersection D slightly higher than the L1 line. 
Thus, we have (312 > L2 and C21 > L1 and both modes 
are unstable. In our experiments, we have observed the laser 
switching continuously between the two modes, not stable in 
either one. This may correspond to the situation described in 
Fig. 5(c). 

We used in the above constant small-signal gain that corre- 
sponds to a uniform excitation and the loss function assumed 
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in (40) that corresponds to a nonuniform and nonsaturable 
loss in the laser array. It is also possible, even likely, that the 
excitation is actually not uniform, eg., there is a smaller gain 
(or even no gain) in the central coupling region compared 
to the laser channels. To reflect this situation, we made 
calculations with a saturable loss in the central region, with 
a small signal gain 

and the localized loss ~ ‘ ( 9 )  was taken as zero. The results for 
two different values of p showed the same qualitative trend as 
for the unsaturated loss case, i.e., for larger (smaller) p values 
within a certain range, the out-of-phase (in-phase) coupled 
mode is stable and the in-phase (out-of-phase) coupled mode 
unstable. 

Another interesting observation to be made from these 
numerical calculations is that only about ten percent of the 
laser volume is involved to achieve the mode switching: 
For a total intensity distribution of 5 mm wide (-2.5 to 
2.5), the dimension over which the gainiloss varies is only 
less than 0.5 mm. In our experiments with CO2 lasers, 
we have no convenient way of changing the local gain or 
loss electronically. But if our calculations are applicable to 
semiconductor lasers, where there are ways of changing the 
local injection current, it should be possible to change the 
oscillation mode electronically. The small volume involved 
would imply a small capacitance and hence a high switching 
speed. This might be useful in semiconductor optical logic 
devices. 

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
There have been reports of several designs of phase coupled 

waveguide CO 2 laser arrays [3], [8], [9]. The structure in 
[8] was chosen for experimental investigation because our 
previous experience with it. It is shown schematically in Fig. 
6(a). The individual waveguide laser channels are coupled by 
optical leakage through the slots in the side-walls separating 
the channels. The material used for the waveguide channels 
can be ceramic, as in [8], or metal, as in [lo], whre the metal 
array bed and the metal top electrode are separated by a thin 
layer of insulating material. The type of structure illustrated in 
Fig. 6(a) introduces a considerable loss in the coupling region 
because the wall material is lossy at the laser wavelength. 
This corresponds to a large ,8 in the analysis of Section IV. 
Consequently, this type of array structure greatly favors the 
out-of-phase mode rather than the in-phase coupled mode. In 
a structure that would favor the in-phase coupled mode, there 
must be only a small optical loss in the coupling region, i.e., 
a small p, yet retaining separate channels. 

We conceived a new structure that satisfies this requirement. 
In this type of coupled laser array, as shown in Fig. 6(b), 
strip waveguides replace the hollow waveguides as the lasing 
channels. The channels are now coupled by waves leaking 
across the grooves in the bottom (or top or both), wall. By 
eliminating the side walls in the separating region, the net loss 
there is greatly reduced and a small ,8 is realized. We tested 
arrays with two, three and five channels, the strip width being 

matching network -- 
power 

dih:arge separating wall 

matching network \ m m  
I r  1 I 

power RF Q 
/ 

separating groove 

Fig. 6. Comparison of two RF-excited CO2 waveguide laser array structures. 
(a) A wall-slot-coupled array: the lasing channels are separated by the thin 
half-height wall. (b) Groove-coupled strip array; the lasing channels are the 
spaces between the strips and the top plate, and are separated by the narrow 
grooves in the bottom plate. Typical dimensions are given in millimeters. 

3 to 5 mm, the gap between the electrode/waveguide plates 0.8 
to 1.2 mm and grooves 1 mm to 2 mm wide and 2 mm deep. 

The mode of an individual element of this new array 
structure is a waveguide-Gaussian hybrid: the polished strip 
electrodes provide waveguiding in the narrow dimension; and 
there are no guiding surfaces in the wide dimension so it is 
the free space Gaussian mode. Proper selection of the gap size 
and the width of the strip can yield the lowest order mode in 
both directions. When two or more of these strips are brought 
together side-by-side within a proper distance, the tail of the 
Gaussian distribution of one leaks into the adjacent element(s), 
causing the phase coupling. At the sharp comers of the strip, 
the strong RF field bends outward. Thus, the gain medium 
extends outside the width of the element. As a result, the 
Gaussian distribution is strong enough outside the elements 
to produce a stable phase coupling for the array. 

One might argue that such a structure is now fundamentally 
different, since the parallel strips are no longer waveguides, 
but, in fact, may be “leaky guides,” or “antiguides,” and no 
longer amenable to coupled-mode analysis, as in the case of 
antiguiding semiconductor laser arrays in [ 11, analyzed with 
a leaky wave theory by Botez et al. [ l l ] .  However, that 
conclusion is not supported by our experimental observations. 
If the grooves in Fig. 6(b) are omitted entirely, so that 
the guiding structure is simply two parallel plates, 20 mm 
wide separated by about 2 mm, then what is observed is a 
high-order cosine-Gaussian mode, as shown in Fig. 7. The 
experimentally observed intensity pattems are clearly Gaussian 
in the direction parallel to the plates, with the characteristic 
nonuniform spacing of the zeros and wider width of the 
two outer lobes. It resembles the theoretical fourth-order 
cosine4aussian intensity distribution, not the cosinesosine 
distribution that would have uniformly spaced zeros and equal 
width in all high intensity lobes. One can thus conclude that if 
the width of the slab is reduced to support only the lowest order 
mode, this mode should also be a cosine-Gaussian mode, not 
a leaky waveguide mode. 
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(b) 

Fig. 7. (a) The experimental intensity distribution from the wide slab 
waveguide laser; (b) theoretical fourth-order Hemite-Gaussian distribution 
in the wide direction and lowest cosine mode in the narrow direction. We can 
say by comparison that the mode in the slab waveguide laser is the one in (b). 

If very thin grooves are cut in one of the wide plates, 
the high-order cosine-Gaussian mode persists, ignoring the 
grooves. For example, Fig. 8(a) shows a Gaussian mode 
with 3 zeros originating from a structure with two 0.5 mm 
wide grooves. However, if the two grooves are made slightly 
wider, eg., to 1 mm, then the near field changes to Fig. 8(b), 
where the number of zeros is the same as the number of 
grooves cut. We interpret this as a shift to the lowest order 
cosine-Gaussian mode oscillating in each strip. The far-field 
patterns and spectrum analyzer beat spectrum confirm that this 
is indeed a single mode, with the adjacent maxima all locked 
in-phase. 

In the antiguiding structure of semiconductor laser arrays, 
the transverse structure has to be at resonance with the laser 
wavelength in the material in order to arrange the field in all 
active channels to oscillate at the same phase [ll].  In our 
experiments, however, we used quite different channel widths 
for different arrays, eg., 3 mm, 5 mm, and 6 mm, and we used 
groove widths from 1.0 mm to 2.0 mm. They could all be 
coupled in-phase; no resonance condition behavior depending 
on the widths of the strips and grooves was observed. 

We investigated two-channel arrays of both wall-slot cou- 
pled and groove-coupled guides to compare their behavior. 
The wall-slot-coupled array was made with alumina ceramic 
channels and an aluminum top plate. This array supported 
both the in-phase coupled and out-of-phase coupled modes, 
but the in-phase mode was much less stable than the out- 
of-phase mode. Although either mode would oscillate with a 
proper cavity alignment, the range of mechanical adjustment 
for the in-phase mode was much less than that for the out-of- 
phase mode. When a small piece of lossy material was put on 
top of the wall, as in Fig. 9(a), blocking the optical path for 
just a short length, it eliminated the in-phase coupled mode 
altogether and selected only the out-of-phase coupled mode, 
no matter how the cavity alignment was adjusted. 

A similar two-channel wall-slot coupled array was made of 
aluminum with a glass top plate. Because of the added fixed 
loss in the side walls, this laser would oscillate only in the 
out-of-phase coupled mode for any mirror adjustment. 
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Fig. 8. The effect of groove width in a three strip array: (a) narrow grooves 
being ignored by the discharge and the near-field intensity distribution is 
that for a third order cosine-Gaussian mode. Three nulls do not match two 
grooves. (b) wider grooves yield a different near-field distribution, lowest 
order cosine-Gaussian mode in the strips coupled together. Two nulls match 
the number of grooves. 

(b) 

Fig. 9. Schematics showing location of the lossy material in the center 
region: (a) of the wall-slot-coupled array, (b) of the groove-coupled strip array. 

The relative behavior of the in- and out-of-phase coupled 
modes in a two-channel groove-coupled array was quite dif- 
ferent, however. A two-strip groove-coupled array of the type 
shown in Fig. 6(b) was made with top and bottom aluminum 
walls. In this array, the in-phase coupled mode was greatly 
favored over the out-of-phase mode. Over a wide range of gas 
pressure, including the optimum pressure for power output, i t  
exhibited only the in-phase coupled mode. In an attempt to test 
the robustness of this in-phase coupled operation, three lossy 
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Fig. 10. 
coupled strip array and the measurement setup. 

glass pieces were added to the slot as shown in Fig. 9(b). The 
oscillation remained primarily in the in-phase coupled mode. 
The out-of-phase coupled mode appeared only transiently at 
some particular cavity alignments, quickly resorting to the 
in-phase-coupled mode. This is just the reverse of the wall- 
slot-coupled a m y  behavior. 

Fig. 10 shows the far-field scans of the intensity distri- 
butions from the two- and five-channel groove-coupled strip 
waveguide CO2 laser arrays and the measurement setup. 
A fast photo-detector (Boston Electronics HgCdTe model 
R004-0, response time 1 ns) and a spectrum analyzer were 
used to detect beat notes indicating multimode operation or 
independent channel (uncoupled) oscillation. Both the wall- 
slot-coupled and groove-coupled two-channel lasers were in- 
vestigated for beat frequencies. The wall-slot-coupled array 
always exhibited beats indicating multiple transverse modes, 
in both the predominantly in-phase mode and predominantly 
out-of-phase mode cases. The beats disappeared when the loss 
was added to the array center, indicating pure out-of-phase 
operation. For the groove-coupled array, however, there was 
a range of cavity adjustment where there were no beat notes 
on the spectrum analyzer. This, combined with the single- 
lobe far-field intensity distribution shown in Fig. 10, indicated 
that we observed true single in-phase mode operation. We can 
conclude from these results that our new coupled waveguide 
laser array design is capable of stable single in-phase coupled 
mode operation, as predicted by the theory in the earlier 
sections. 

Far-field intensity scans for the two- and five-channel groove 

VI. SUMMARY 
A theoretical analysis of laser transverse mode competition 

is developed from the perspective of the spatial overlap of 
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modes with a transverse gain-loss distribution. The dominant 
mode of laser oscillation is the mode that is stable under 
small perturbations. The conditions that this mode must satisfy 
were derived. Numerical calculations were applied to two- 
channel coupled CO 2 waveguide array lasers, with the result 
that a change in gain or loss in the small coupling region 
between the channels of the array was capable of switching 
the laser oscillation from one mode to the other. This property 
of the coupled array may be important in understanding active 
super mode control. Experimental results on wall-slot-coupled 
and groove-coupled CO 2 laser array structures support the 
theoretical analysis. Robust in-phase coupled mode oscillation 
was obtained in two- and five-element arrays with the groove- 
coupled structure. 

VII. APPENDIX 

Saturation of Population Inversion by 
Multiple Transverse Mode 

Multimode laser oscillation has been treated by Sargent, 
Scully, and Lamb [12], to whom we owe a great deal for their 
insight. However, their analysis is based on a small-signal 
approximation, which is not valid in our situation. Thus, we 
derive a new relation by starting from Yariv's [6] analysis and 
expand it to multimode cases. We begin with the differential 
equations for density matrix elements given in Yariv 

d P P21 
~ P 2 1  = - i ~ o p 2 1  + i-E(t)(pii ii - P Z Z )  - - T 2  (Ala) 

Assume a single longitudinal mode that can oscillate in any of 
N transverse modes. The frequency differences among these 
modes are very small compared to the gain line width. Define 
the linearly polarized electric field as follows: 

where e j o ( t )  is a slowly varying function of time. 

as follows: 
We can write the off-diagonal density matrix element pzl 

P21 ( t  

Thus from the 
Ql 

Ala), we obtain the differential equation for 

nr 
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where A,j is the frequency difference: A,j w, - w j .  
High-frequency terms in (A4) are ignored because their con- 
tributions to the integration average to zero over the time scale 
for variations in a21. Multiply both sides of (A4) by the factor 
e [ i (uo -W~)+ (1 /T2 ) l t  and with some manipulation, (A4) becomes 

N 

. [D(Tz,wo - w,) + c.c.] ejoej'oq5j(r) 
3 

- (P11 - P22)  - (P11 - P22)o 

r 

N 

Assuming the rate of change of ( ~ 1 1 -  p22) and ejo are much 
slower than 1/T2, we can pull them out of the integration. 
Then we obtain by integrating (A5) 

. (A10) (P11 - P22) - (P11 - P22)O - 
7 

We make the standard definitions of the normalized line 
shape function: 

where D(T2,wo - w j )  is defined as the saturation intensity: 

and the laser intensity: 

The term p21 - p& in (Alb) becomes 

Now we can write the steady-state expression for ( ~ 1 1  -p22) as 

(P11 - P22)o 6414) 
P11 - P22 = I '  

1 + -  1.9 
Thus, we have 

From [6], the susceptibility satisfies the following: 

x 0: P11 - P22 

and 

n 2 c  x = --y 
W 

(A 16) 

medium in units of where y is the gain coefficient of lasing 
[m-l]. 
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If the frequency spread of the transverse modes is small 
compared with the line width, we can approximate D(T2, WO - 
w j )  with D(T2, WO-w,). And if the rate of change of p11 -p22 

is much slower than ei(wl-Wk)t for any IC # j ,  we can keep 
only the terms without exponential time dependence on the 
right side of (A9) 
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